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C o n t e n t s

report from the President
 

energy efficiency and Cities

gregory K. ingram

A large share of national energy consumption 

takes place in cities—in the United States 

about three-quarters of energy use is in or 

related to urban areas. Accordingly, cities  

offer significant opportunities for energy sav-

ings from increased efficiency, but important 

issues remain: Will market forces produce  

efficiency gains when appropriate, or will mar-

ket failures such as imperfect information, 

unavailable financing, or misunderstood risks 

impede market solutions? How much do people 

value energy savings, and how sensitive are they to changes 

in energy prices? The Lincoln Institute hosted a conference 

on energy efficiency and cities in October 2012 to address 

these and related issues, and a few highlights follow. 

valuing energy efficiency
Consumers should be willing to pay more for built space that 

uses less energy. Evidence indicates that users of commer-

cial space value energy efficiency and are willing to pay more 

for it, and many studies indicate that LEED-certified office 

and commercial space sells or rents at a premium over tra-

ditional space. There is much less evidence of such prefer-

ences for residences, in part because it is difficult for most 

homebuyers to determine the energy efficiency of a dwelling, 

especially a new one with no operating record. 

 Some residential developments are now being classified 

using procedures similar to LEED certification or to the  

Energy Star ratings such as those used for major appli- 

ances. Dwellings in California that have the highest energy 

efficiency ratings sell at a premium of about 9 percent above 

units with average energy efficiency. Similar price premiums 

have been observed in the Netherlands for houses certified 

at the highest efficiency level using a European certification 

procedure. Some of these premiums may reflect the improved 

comfort levels that these buildings provide in addition to  

energy savings. It also seems likely that the energy effici-

ency premium observed in California is up to three times 

greater than the incremental cost of the higher efficiency of 

these dwellings.

determining cost
The cost of integrating energy efficiency into new buildings 

is less than the cost of improving the efficiency of older build-

ings. A home built since 2000 uses about 

25 percent less energy per square foot than 

one built in the 1960s or earlier. The techni-

cal potential for improved energy efficiency 

in older homes seems evident, but homeown-

ers face two challenges: to determine which 

improvements have the highest payoff per 

dollar spent, and to obtain a contractor and 

financing for the work. 

 While many diagnostic tools are available 

to assess existing dwellings, their accuracy 

varies widely and depends critically on detailed inputs about 

both the dwelling’s attributes and the household’s living  

style. Obtaining a contractor and financing can involve high 

transaction costs for households in effort, time, and money. 

Many utility companies are offering both technical and  

financial support for energy retrofitting, but progress has 

been slow.

changing energy consumption
It may be easier to change residential living styles than to 

retrofit old buildings, and many utilities are experimenting 

with schemes to modify household behavior. The most com-

mon program involves “nudging” households toward more 

efficient habits by providing periodic home energy  

reports that compare their recent energy use with that of 

their neighbors. Analysis indicates that these reports have 

both a short-term impact on household energy consumption 

and a longer-term cumulative impact that continues after the 

reports end. The energy savings from these programs are 

small, ranging from a half to one kilowatt hour per day for a 

household, but the program’s low cost makes the results as 

cost-effective as many other policies.

recognizing John Quigley
This conference was designed with John Quigley, economics 

professor at the University of California at Berkeley, who 

passed away before the conference took place. In addition 

to the original papers on energy and cities, papers on urban 

economics were presented by some of his former students, 

colleagues, and coauthors. All of the papers will be submit-

ted for a forthcoming special edition of Regional Science and 

Urban Economics, which will recognize his contributions over 

a long and distinguished career. 
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Payments in Lieu of Taxes 
The BosTon experience

boston is home  
to many hospitals, 
universities, and 
other tax-exempt 
organizations.

Ronald W. Rakow

H
istorically communities with high 
concentrations of  nonprofit institutions 
such as hospitals, colleges, and muse-
ums have struggled with the reduced 

tax base associated with these tax-exempt properties. 
For Boston, Massachusetts, the preponderance of  
tax-exempt property, combined with a high reliance 
on the property tax for local revenue, has made this 
impact particularly acute. Beginning in the early 
1970s, Boston began seeking payments from its 
nonprofit organizations as a way of  offsetting the 
loss of  revenue and the increase in public service 
demands associated with the institutions it hosts. 
 although these payments in lieu of  taxes (PiLots) 
expanded over time, the City of  Boston remained 
dissatisfied with its PiLot program. the revenue 
from PiLots represented a small fraction of  the 
city’s overall budget, and the size of  contributions 
from nonprofit institutions varied widely. since 

2008 Boston has developed and implemented a 
new approach to PiLots that has received consid-
erable national attention. this article examines the 
conditions that led to the development of  Boston’s 
new PiLot program, describes its approach, and 
reports on the city’s experience in its first full year.

constraints on boston’s tax base
Boston traditionally has been at the center of  any 
discussion regarding PiLots. the confluence of  
several political, fiscal, and demographic forces has 
created a volatile mix for the city and its nonprofit 
institutions. Boston is the economic and cultural 
center of  new england and is home to some of  
the world’s most renowned hospitals and universities. 
as the state capital of  Massachusetts, Boston also 
hosts a large number of  government office build-
ings and facilities. among its more unusual chal-
lenges is the city’s small geographic size in relation 
to its metropolitan area. Boston is the 22nd largest 
city by population, but it represents the 10th  

© iStockphoto.com
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tax-exempt Property in the city of boston, fy2012
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largest metropolitan area. as a result, exempt in-
stitutions that service the entire metropolitan area 
are concentrated within the city’s relatively small 
boundaries. in fact, over 50 percent of  Boston’s 
land area is exempt from taxation (figure 1).
 Boston also has a revenue structure that is unique 
among its large-city peers, primarily because it  
has no income, payroll, sales, or other significant 
source of  tax revenue. instead, Boston relies heav-
ily on the property tax, which represents two-thirds 
of  all city revenue (figure 2). While new york or 
Chicago also have large amounts of  institutional 
property exempt from the property tax, those cities 
are able to tax the incomes, sales, and other eco-
nomic activity which the universities, hospitals, 
and other large nonprofit institutions generate. in 
contrast, Boston receives no direct compensating 
revenue associated with the economic activity  
that is generated by its vibrant nonprofit sector. 
 Further, the growth of  the property tax in Bos-
ton is constrained by Proposition 2½, a statutory 
limit on the level of  property taxes. the most sig-
nificant limitation is that the property tax levy for 
existing properties can increase by only 2.5 percent 
per year. Proposition 2½’s other primary limitation 
is a cap on the overall effective tax rate of  2.5 per-
cent. as Boston is well below this limit at 1.8 per-
cent, the impact of  exempt property is not a factor 
for this provision as it is in other Massachusetts 
communities. the combined impact of  the concen-
tration of  exempt property, the high reliance on 
the property tax, and the limits placed on property 
tax growth by Proposition 2½ result in a more 
profound fiscal impact of  exempt property in  
Boston than in most major cities.

reconciling the benefits and costs   
of nonprofit institutions
despite these fiscal impacts, Boston is fortunate  
to have a vibrant nonprofit sector. the city hosts 
some of  the world’s most prestigious hospitals and 
universities that provide exceptional health care, 
research, and education to their clients. in addi-
tion to fulfilling their charitable missions, these 
large institutions are significant economic genera-
tors that form the backbone of  Boston’s knowledge-
based economy. the health care industry alone 
accounts for 125,000 jobs in Boston. 
 there is an economic disconnect, however,  
between the benefits of  nonprofit institutions and 
the costs of  providing their properties with tax  

Property Tax
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f i g u r e  2

revenue sources for the city of boston, 
fy2013

Source: City of Boston Office of Budget Management (2012). 

Source: Courtesy of City of Boston Assessing Department.
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exemptions. the benefits of  Boston’s nonprofits  
do not stop at the city’s borders; the educational, 
scientific, and cultural benefits of  Boston’s institu-
tions accrue to the region, state, country and, in 
many cases, the entire world. yet the cost of  pro-
viding public services to these institutions and the 
loss in revenue from removing their properties from 
the tax base fall squarely on Boston’s taxpayers.
 this point is critical to understanding the  
importance of  PiLots to a city like Boston.  
Many observers believe that the current interest  
in PiLots is driven by the short-term fiscal stress 
associated with the recent recession. according to 
this school of  thought, once the economy recovers 
and the municipal outlook brightens, the pressure 
for PiLots will ebb. Boston’s experience contra-
dicts this assertion. the city has struggled with the 
fiscal impact caused by its nonprofit sector over a 
long period, through good fiscal times and bad.  
it is this fundamental disconnect between institu-
tional benefits and fiscal costs that is the ultimate 
source of  this debate. until these benefits and costs 
are better reconciled, financial tension between  
the city and its nonprofits will continue.

measuring the fiscal impact  
of tax-exempt Property
the impact of  tax-exempt property on the city as 
a whole has long been the focus of  spirited public 
discussion in Boston. one question that has often 
been asked is how much nonprofit institutions 
would pay if  their properties were fully taxable. For 
a long time this question could not be answered. 
since tax-exempt property paid no property taxes, 
the city had little incentive to maintain accurate 
data and up-to-date assessments for institutional 
property. however, the continuing focus on the 
fiscal impact of  exempt property clearly required 
an answer to this question.
 given the scarce resources available for a proj-
ect to value exempt property, Boston needed to be 
creative in coming up with a method to generate 
reliable assessments while minimizing the costs of  
collecting data. at the city’s disposal was a particu-
lar type of  tax return that nonprofit institutions  
are required to file annually, as well as broad statu-
tory authority to request from property owners the  
information necessary to value their properties.  
 Boston was able to leverage these tools to col-
lect detailed information on the property owned 
by nonprofit institutions—specifically, the physical 

characteristics (size, age, condition) and uses. Most 
major institutions maintain accurate data on their 
property holdings. once the assessors had access 
to these data, they were able to plug the informa-
tion into the city’s computer-assisted mass apprais-
al system (CaMa) to generate assessments for the 
properties. site inspections were performed to  
verify the information provided by the institutions 
and to ensure the accuracy and reliability of  the 
CaMa-generated assessments. 
 the resulting assessments were then shared 
with the institutions. each was given the details  
on the valuation estimates for their real estate 
holdings and provided with an opportunity to 
meet with assessors to review the results and raise 
any concerns. the city incorporated this feed- 
back to complete the final value for the properties.  
given that this was the city’s first effort to generate 
assessments for nonprofit property, this review step 
provided a valuable check of  valuation data quality 
as well as an opportunity to share the preliminary 
results of  the revenue impact of  their property  
tax-exemptions with each institution.
 the analysis, which was completed in 2009, 
revealed that educational and medical tax-exempt 
property would have generated $347.9 million in 
revenue if  it were taxable (City of  Boston 2010). 
to put this amount in perspective, it would equate 
to approximately one-quarter of  the city’s total tax 
levy of  $1.4 billion in Fiscal year 2009, and would 
be equivalent to roughly half  the revenue generated 
by the office, retail, and hotel properties that make 
up the commercial tax levy (figure 3).

PiLot task force
once the assessment information was used to de-
termine the amount of  tax each institution would 
pay in a nonexempt scenario, a number of  short-
comings of  the current PiLot program became 
apparent. While the former program was consid-
ered one of  the more successful PiLot programs 
in the country, the amount of  realized revenue  
appeared small when compared with the revenue 
that exempt properties would generate if  they were 
taxable. PiLot payments from educational and 
medical institutions in 2009 totaled $14.5 million, 
or 4.2 percent of  what institutions would pay if  
their properties were taxed, and equivalent to just 
1 percent of  the city’s property tax levy. in addition, 
the level of  participation varied widely among  
institutions. some institutions made substantial 
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Potential revenue from hospitals and  
universities for the city of boston, fy2009

Source: City of Boston (2010).

contributions under the program, while others 
made limited payments or chose not to partici- 
pate at all.
 to address these concerns, Boston Mayor 
thomas M. Menino appointed a task force to  
review the PiLot program and asked it to: 
• set a standard level of  contributions to be   

met by all major tax-exempt landowning   
institutions;

• develop a methodology for valuing community 
benefits;

• propose a program structure that creates   
longer-term, sustainable partnerships between 
the city and its nonprofits;

• clarify the costs associated with providing   
city services to nonprofits; and

• if  necessary, provide recommendations on legis-
lative changes needed at the local or state level.

the PiLot task Force membership drew from  
a wide spectrum of  participants: two leaders each 
from local colleges, nonprofit hospitals, and Boston’s 
business community; and one each from the city 
council, public sector unions, and community-
based organizations. the task Force met over a 
two-year period to explore both the benefits and 
costs to Boston of  hosting its nonprofit institutions 
and how these factors should be considered in the 
PiLot process. also key was the discussion on 
how to ensure that institutions contribute to the 
program on a consistent basis. in december 2010, 
the task Force recommended the following PiLot 
guidelines to Mayor Menino.

PILOT Program Should Remain  
Voluntary
the task Force members believed a legal or statu-
tory requirement for PiLots runs counter to the 
spirit of  partnership between the city and its non-
profit institutions. that partnership is critical to 
encouraging broad and uniform participation.

All Nonprofits Should Participate   
Much of  the PiLot discussion previously focused 
on hospitals and universities. the task Force,  
however, felt all nonprofits that own tax-exempt 
real estate within the city should contribute to the 
PiLot program. to protect smaller institutions 
with fewer resources, the PiLot program was 
limited to those nonprofits with property valued  
at more than $15 million.

Determining PILOT Payments 
Many alternatives were considered for the basis  
of  PiLot contributions, including a per-student 
or per-hospital-bed fee, or a charge based on the 
amount of  land or building area. the task Force 
determined that a charge driven by the assessed 
value of  the institutions—reflecting size and qual-
ity of  real estate holdings—would result in the 
most equity. there was a general consensus that 
nonprofits should contribute some amount toward 
their consumption of  essential services such as  
police and fire protection, as well as public works 
such as street cleaning and snow removal. these 
services consume approximately 25 percent of  
Boston’s budget, and the task Force found that  
a PiLot equal to 25 percent of  an institution’s 
fully taxable amount was reasonable.

Credit for Community Benefits 
the public benefit provided by nonprofit institutions 
was a major focus of  the task Force, which recom-
mended that institutions receive up to a 50 percent 
credit on their PiLot in exchange for community 
benefits. this credit recognized the significant in-
kind contributions made by nonprofit institutions 
that directly benefit Boston residents. the credit 
was limited to 50 percent of  the PiLot amount  
to ensure significant cash contributions from each 
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institution. however, the task Force felt that if   
an exceptional opportunity for a program or service 
were available, the 50 percent cap could be   
exceeded at the city’s discretion. 
 While the task Force did not offer detailed spe-
cifics on the services that were eligible for PiLot 
credit, it did provide general guidance on the types 
of  services that should qualify. to be eligible, com-
munity services must directly benefit City of  Boston 
residents, support the city’s mission and priorities, 
offer ways for the city and nonprofit to collaborate 
to meet shared goals, and be quantifiable.

Phase-in Period
Finally, the task Force recommended that the new 
PiLot formula be phased in over a period of  not 
less than five years. given the change in scope of  the 
city’s PiLot program, the task Force understood 
that institutions would require time to make the 
necessary adjustments in their budget and financial 
plans to accommodate increased PiLot amounts.

implementing the new PiLot Program
When Mayor Menino accepted the task Force 
recommendations in december 2010, the city 
needed a plan to implement the new PiLot pro-
gram. First, letters were sent to all institutions that 
fell within the criteria of  the program. each letter 
included a copy of  the new PiLot guidelines and 
an analysis detailing the calculation of  the PiLot 
that the city would request under the new formula. 
each letter also indicated that the city would seek 
a meeting with each institution in the coming 
months to discuss the new program.
 the subsequent meetings were a critical step  
in the implementation, providing a forum for each 
institution to ask questions about the program  
and to voice concerns. While these sessions were 
designed originally to provide information to the 
institutions on the new program, they also provid-
ed significant, valuable feedback for the city that  
in turn offered further guidance on the rollout.
 the city’s previous PiLot program included 
contracts that laid out the terms of  each institution’s 
PiLot commitment. While the contracts were 
useful as a reference, their value as a legal instru-
ment was questionable since PiLot payments 
remained voluntary. For example, the city had  
never sought to enforce payment under a PiLot 
contract. as the city faced the question of  whether 
contracts would be employed in the new program, 

the notion of  negotiating, drafting, and executing 
over 40 contracts with institutions was daunting. 
given that the guidelines already provided the de-
tails of  each institution’s requested participation, 
the city felt those documents should form the  
basis of  the relationship with the institutions and 
decided to forgo the use of  PiLot contracts.

experience from the first year
in october 2011, requests for payment of  the  
first installments for Fy2012 were sent to all par-
ticipating institutions, and the results were impres-
sive. the city collected a total of  $19.5 million in 
cash payments, a 28.4 percent increase over what 
was collected in Fy2011 under the previous PiLot 
program. this represented over 90 percent of  
what the city requested—an extraordinary level  
of  participation given the first year of  a new, vol-
untary program (figure 4). Boston also received  
an equivalent level of  contributions in the form of  
community services provided by the nonprofit in-
stitutions, consistent with the PiLot guidelines.
 a key component of  the program’s initial suc-
cess was the emphasis on promoting a sense of  
partnership between the city and its institutions. 
Based on its prior experience, the city understood 
that a more confrontational approach would not 
be effective in the short or long term. at the same 
time, the institutions needed to recognize that as 
charities they have a level of  accountability to their 
host communities. this accountability was encour-
aged in part by providing a high degree of  trans-
parency in the process. task Force meetings were 
open to the public, and materials used during the 
deliberations were posted on the city’s website. 
 this theme of  transparency continued in the 
implementation phase of  the program. informa-
tion detailing each institution’s participation in the 
program, from cash payments to the community 
services provided, was also posted on the city’s 
website. institutions that had less than full partici-
pation in the program were given the opportunity 
to communicate their reasons. specific details on 
the community services delivered by the institutions 
were also disclosed, providing an opportunity  
for institutions to highlight and promote their  
valuable service contributions. 

the importance of community services
in its discussions with nonprofit leaders during  
the implementation of  the new program, the city 
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makes it is easier for the city to forgo cash in favor 
of  institutionally preferred services. this planning 
process is also beneficial to the institutions, as they  
are better able to budget for their PiLot service 
commitments. as the program continues through 
its phase-in period, the ability of  the city and  
institutions to work cooperatively on a structured 
approach to community services will be critical  
to the continued success of  the PiLot program. 

closing thoughts
the process Boston has followed to construct its 
new approach to PiLots was both thoughtful and 
inclusive. the expertise and perspectives of  the task 
Force members, combined with the city’s decades 
of  experience on the issue of  exempt property, led 
to program guidelines that were recognized as fair 
and reasonable. the process also demonstrated that 
for a PiLot program to be successful the city and 
its institutions must be partners, not combatants. 
 this philosophy has formed the basis of  Boston’s 
approach to the implementation of  its new PiLot 
program. and, despite its early success, there is still 
much work to be done. the city needs to balance 
its need for revenue with the institutions’ preference 
for services. if  city officials and local institutions 
can continue to work cooperatively on the PiLot 
program, a balance can be struck that will work  
to the mutual benefit of  the institutions, their  
constituents, and the residents of  Boston. 

f i g u r e  4

boston’s PiLot collections in fy2011  
and fy2012

Source: City of Boston Assessing Department (2012).

 

discovered that institutions have a decided prefer-
ence for providing community services over making 
cash payments. given that service delivery is at the 
core of  most nonprofits’ charitable missions, this 
was not surprising. Conversely the city generally 
places a higher value on cash payments, which 
provide flexibility in applying resources to meet the 
highest-priority service needs of  the community. 
 to reconcile these two divergent preferences, 
the city has recognized that it must further develop 
its ability to harness the community-service portion 
of  the PiLot program to meet its service demands. 
Currently community benefits often are offered by 
the institutions based on their own initiative. While 
these services have value to the city and its resi-
dents, they may not be among the city’s current 
service priorities. even in cases where specific re-
quests for services came directly from a city official 
to fill a near-term service gap, such ad hoc requests 
lack the prioritization and review that is associated 
with a more disciplined budgeting process. 
 requests for PiLot services should be planned 
and prioritized to maximize their value to the city. 
under such a structure services are more likely  
to either reduce or replace the cost to the city of  
providing a service, or to provide a new service  
to meet a priority that the city had been unable  
to deliver previously. through careful planning, 
directing institutional resources to priority areas 
reduces the city’s financial commitment and  
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Uncertainty and Risk 
Building a Resilient West

the pine beetle  
infestation  
aggravated by 
rising temperature 
has damaged 
many trees in 
rocky mountains 
national Park. 

© Patrick Spence/Creative Commons 2.0

Erika Mahoney and Hannah Oliver

C
limate-related impacts vary across regions, 
affecting communities economically, socially, 
and environmentally. While all regions of  
the united states are expected to experi-
ence temperature increases, the eight states 

located between the rocky Mountains and the 
Cascade and sierra nevada mountain ranges are 
in a region forecast to be hard-hit by a variety of  
climate impacts that may expose vulnerabilities 
different from those in other u.s. regions. Western 
communities also face an uphill battle when attempt-
ing to plan for these future challenges.
 given the significant implications associated 
with a changing climate in the intermountain 
West, this article takes a closer look at some inno-
vations and tools designed to help communities 
plan and prepare for the uncertainty and risk  
attributed to a changing climate, and to increase 
community resilience. 

the intermountain West
Characterized by its scenic beauty, wide open 
spaces, abundant wildlife, mild climate, and count-

less recreational opportunities, the intermountain 
West encompasses urban, rural, and amenity  
communities situated within large-scale intact 
open lands. the region’s eight mountain states—
arizona, Colorado, idaho, Montana, nevada, 
new Mexico, utah, and Wyoming—are home to 
22 million people, approximately 8 percent of  the 
total u.s. population. Western cities are generally 
in arid or semi-arid environments, and although 
the footprints of  some urban centers are large, the 
built environment of  the major cities is decidedly 
dense and largely concentrated in megaregions 
such as the arizona sun Corridor and Colorado 
Front range.
 the vast expanses of  open space between met-
ropolitan centers have intrinsic economic, cultural, 
and biological value. More than half  the region’s 
land is in public ownership and is managed by the 
Bureau of  Land Management, u.s. Forest service, 
national Park service, or u.s. Fish and Wildlife 
service (figure 1). in mountainous regions, some 
counties are 80 percent publicly owned, and in 
states like arizona and nevada the land is more 
than 90 percent publicly owned. tribal lands make 
up a large part of  the region, and state trust lands 
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cover approximately 46 million acres in both rural 
and urban areas. one of  the most extensive land 
uses in the region is agriculture, which includes 
ranching and other agricultural services. 

growth and change
over the past few decades, the West has experienced 
dramatic population growth as communities shift 
away from resource extractive industries such as 
agriculture, forestry, and mining and instead attract 
amenity-seeking retirees and telecommuters,  
as well as new professional businesses, tourism, 
construction, and consumer service industries 
(Winkler et al. 2007). 
 the high rate of  urban growth has changed 
both the demographic and economic make-up  
of  the West and also the allocation of  resources. 
Land that was once used for grazing and agriculture 
has transitioned to residential and commercial uses. 
the proliferation of  housing and industry requires 
the development of  more energy and water re-
sources to accommodate the growing population. 
 Many western communities are dependent on 
the Colorado river, which serves the water supply 
needs of  30 million people in seven u.s. states  
and Mexico. More than 70 percent of  this water  
is used to irrigate 3.5 million acres of  cropland.  
in addition to natural resource changes, the  
increase in growth has caused an expansion of   
housing in and near forests, an area known as the 
wildland urban interface, to take advantage of   
the West’s natural amenities. 
 however, the changes in the region are not only 
attributable to growth; the climate is also changing. 
since the 1880s, scientists have been measuring 
the earth’s surface temperature at thousands of  
locations, taking into account instrument devia-
tions and local temperature factors such as urban 
heat islands. the analysis of  this data shows that 
the earth’s average temperature has increased  
by more than 1.4° over the past 100 years, with 
much of  this increase experienced over the past  
35 years, and it is evident that the temperature  
is continuing to rise.
 although the temperature changes appear to  
be marginal, they have significant impacts on local 
climate. For example, winters are now shorter and 
milder, snow and ice cover are decreasing, heat waves 
are becoming more frequent, and many plant and 
animal species are moving to cooler or higher  
altitudes to escape the warmer weather. 

 although climate change is a highly complex 
issue that varies from region to region, the following 
impacts have been identified as overarching  
changes that will occur because of  rising temp- 
eratures in the West: 
• higher frequency of  prolonged heat waves  

and drought;
• increased number and severity of  forest fires;
• biodiversity changes, including the severity  

of  disease outbreaks and other disturbances;
• prolonged and wider impacts of  vector-borne 

disease; and 
• damage to infrastructure due to unexpected 

and extreme weather events.

Changes are already in progress. there have  
been widespread temperature-related reductions  
in snowpack over the last 50 years, leading to 
changes in the seasonal timing of  river runoff. 
Feng and hu (2007) have demonstrated that the 
dates of  peak snow accumulation and peak snowmelt 
runoff  are occurring 10 to 40 days earlier than in 
previous years. the Colorado river is especially 

 f i g u r e  1

Public, tribal, and state trust Lands in the intermountain West 

Source: Courtesy of the Sonoran Institute.
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vulnerable, often receiving a large portion of  its 
water from a hydrological system dependent on 
snowmelt precipitation from three basin states: 
Colorado, utah, and Wyoming. 
 Precipitation patterns also are changing and 
becoming more variable. drought is becoming 
more prolonged along with the frequency and  
intensity of  heavy downpours. Large wildfires are 
more frequent, and the fire season is getting longer 
(figure 2). Wildfires burn twice as much land area 
each year as they did 40 years ago with a burn  
season two and half  months longer than 40 years 
ago (Climate Central 2012). 
 as the climate becomes increasingly variable 
and shifts further and further from the relative  
stability experienced by humankind to date, the 
resulting changes will make communities more vul-
nerable and may put their health and livelihood  
at risk. even one season of  drought can have  
dramatic repercussions, notably higher basic food 
prices that put considerable strain on vulnerable 
populations including the elderly and financially 
disadvantaged. increasing temperatures, prolonged 
drought, and incidences of  wildfire and biodiver-
sity changes due to migration of  invasive species 
play a significant role in the accelerating transfor-
mation of  the landscape. With so many effects felt 

at the community scale, local governments have an 
important role to play in planning for intensifying 
climate changes. 

Planning for change 
Climate action occurs at multiple levels of  gov- 
ernance and in a variety of  different capacities. 
the federal government plays a significant role  
in responding to large-scale disasters that affect 
multiple states, such as the recent hurricane sandy. 
regulatory federal actions that coincide with cli-
mate change, such as vehicle fuel efficiency stan-
dards or proposals for a national carbon tax, apply 
to the entire population. at the same time, state 
governments and regional groups are implement-
ing regional strategies such as cap-and-trade  
systems and multijurisdictional transportation 
planning projects. 
 in terms of  effective action on the ground,  
local governments are most suited to tackle local 
impacts and planning efforts relating to the issue 
of  climate change. they are in a prime position to 
create comprehensive strategies that directly alter 
city functions to support mitigation and adaptation 
efforts. Local action plays an extensive role as city 
governments have direct authority over essential 
functions such as waste management, public trans-
portation, public works, and facility management, 
as well as land use and zoning. For example, Boul-
der County recently adopted its Climate Change 
Preparedness Plan to help local residents and  
communities prepare for changing environmen- 
tal conditions. this plan identifies local impacts, 
explores how these impacts will affect resource 
management, and outlines opportunities for  
adaptation planning.

the context for climate Planning in the West
Western Lands and Communities, a joint venture 
of  the Lincoln institute of  Land Policy and the 
sonoran institute, has developed a large body of  
resources and reports to gain a better understand-
ing of  the needs and challenges facing western 
communities (Carter 2008; richards 2009; Bark 
2009; Metz and Below 2009). the seminal report, 
Planning for Climate Change in the West, identifies  
key barriers to implementing local climate action 
policies (Carter and Culp 2010). a review of  these 
reports, along with interviews with western sustain-
ability directors, revealed three key challenges  
associated with climate action: 
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Large fires are becoming more common in the West 

Source: Courtesy of Climate Central (2012). 
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• political context; 
• communication of  multiple values and beliefs; 

and
• lack of  funding and resources.

Climate change can be a politically polarizing  
topic in the West. the clash of  multiple view-
points creates barriers in terms of  building political 
support and conducting effective educational out-
reach, thus reducing the potential for civic engage-
ment and limiting capacity for collective action in 
pursuit of  common interests. Long-held cultural 
beliefs about limiting the role of  government and 
protecting private property and citizens’ rights 
contribute to the resistance to zoning and other 
policies that would change land use patterns or 
regulate growth. 
 Without the backing of  significant decision 
makers, such as the mayor or city manager, or 
strong support from the municipal council, moving 
climate action forward can be a difficult proposition. 
there are also internal communication obstacles 
in bringing different city departments together to 
discuss local climate change impacts and the best 
approach to work collaboratively to ensure that  
the programs and policies address the adverse  
impacts effectively. 
 With local governments scrambling to accom-
modate shortfalls related to the recent recession, 
cities lack the financial resources needed to invest 
in current climate action in order to avoid the high 
cost of  future climate impacts. often, communities 
discount future impacts, which place the burden 
and expense of  climate planning (or inaction) onto 
future generations. dealing with rapid population 
growth and fiscal pressures to provide infrastruc-
ture makes it increasingly difficult to obtain funding 
to underwrite climate planning. even communities 
that adopt climate plans may encounter obstacles 
in implementing those plans. some communities 
may be overwhelmed by the task of  deciphering 
climate science, and many are unfamiliar with  
policies and actions necessary to mitigate and 
adapt to climate change. 

unlocking climate action in the West
While some local governments in the intermoun-
tain West, such as salt Lake City, Flagstaff, tucson, 
denver, Las vegas and Boulder County, are making 
concerted and laudatory efforts to address climate 

change, they represent a small sampling of  the  
region. overall, the West is behind the curve on 
implementation efforts to adapt to climate change 
and create communities that are more resilient. 
 however, the West is feeling the heat, literally and 
figuratively. after a summer of  record temperatures, 
raging wildfires, and crippling drought, a large  
and growing majority of  americans believe that 
global warming is affecting weather patterns.  
they understand that droughts and heat waves  
are becoming more common and the weather is 
becoming increasingly volatile (Leiserowitz 2012). 
one of  the main challenges facing communities  
is how to integrate new information about the  
risks of  climate change into existing planning 
frameworks in order to plan effectively for an  
uncertain future. 

tools for change
to help address the challenges associated with  
climate action, there are many tools that western 
communities can use to guide community resil-
ience. organizations such as iCLei–Local  
governments for sustainability, the institute for 
sustainable Communities (isC), and the urban 
sustainability directors network (usdn) provide 
information and trainings that offer sample poli-
cies and plans, peer networking opportunities, 
technical tools, and resources on vulnerability  
and risk. however, many of  these organizations 
have a broad geographical focus and a target  
audience in large cities. it is important to address 
the needs of  smaller communities that have  
political, fiscal, and resource constraints. in  
addition, there is a large need to better integrate 
climate adaptation policies into existing city  
departments and plans. 
 the Lincoln institute and the sonoran institute 
are developing tools and resources that support 
efforts to plan and prepare for the ever-changing 
landscape of  the West, including: information  
exchange and training; value setting planning 
tools; and anticipatory governance methods and 
tools. these tools offer promise for working in a 
variety of  community types, including the under-
served rural and amenity regions, and supplying 
the support and training that local planners need 
to integrate climate resilience planning holistically 
into current planning processes and encourage 
collaboration among multiple departments.
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Information Exchange and Training
Communities often look to their peers that are 
similar in size, capacity, and geography to get a 
better understanding of  planning efforts that will 
be successful in their own region. Local governments, 
institutions, and planning firms are encouraged to 
publicize their experiences so other communities 
can learn from their successes and missteps, and 
then modify and adapt their own plans as needed. 
 the successful Communities online toolkit 
information exchange, also known as sCotie, is 
an example of  a tool that caters to western commu-
nities by encouraging the exchange of  vital infor-
mation in the form of  best practice case studies and 
resources (figure 3). the case studies in sCotie 
are organized by state, community type, and plan-
ning issue. to build and disseminate the toolkit’s 
case studies and resources, sCotie partners with 
state chapters of  the american Planning associa-
tion and nonprofit organizations working to build 
stronger, more resilient communities. educational 

webinars like the Planning in the West adaptation 
series offer a way for communities to learn about 
climate-related planning and interact directly  
with representatives from model communities. 

Value Setting Planning Tools
to move past political debates over climate science, 
tools are needed to facilitate collaborative planning 
efforts that include stakeholders with varying values 
and beliefs. Facilitating a process that focuses on 
engaging the public and finding common ground 
in moving forward with action to mitigate climate 
variability can neutralize the polarizing debates 
that are often stuck on the causes of  climate change 
and scientific uncertainty.  
 value setting is a particularly useful resource  
for informing management decisions where com-
munities have to make tough decisions when re-
sources are stressed by demand and climate vari-
ability.  For example, in January 2012 the sonoran 
institute, the Morrison institute, and the univer- 
sity of  arizona hosted the Watering the Sun Corridor 
pre-conference workshop where 100 participants 
saw presentations from experts, engaged in inter-
active discussions in small groups, and interacted 
collectively using live polling. Participants explored 
value tradeoffs between competing uses of  water 
for urban development, agricultural production, 
and the environment in a water system stressed  
by drought induced by climate change. this col-
laborative, interactive format brought together 
stakeholders with many different viewpoints to 
gain a better understanding of  collective values 
regarding the distribution of  water in arizona. 

Anticipatory Governance Methods  
and Tools
as the future becomes less certain and more risky, 
traditional planning approaches that involve mak-
ing educated predictions and developing plans and 
tools to reach that desired result will likely prove  
to be inadequate. Cities need tools to “anticipate 
and adapt” to change rather than “predict and 
plan” in order to better incorporate the uncertain-
ties and complexities of  future conditions (Quay 
2010). scenario planning is a technique that cities 
can use to think about climate impacts and devel-
op ways to adapt to them. the use of  scenarios 
can enable planners to grapple with complex issues, 
think about how trends and changes will play out 
across multiple scenarios, and plan for policy options 
that are robust under many future scenarios. 

f i g u r e  3

screenshot of the successful communities online 
toolkit information exchange (scotie) Website

Source: Courtesy of the Sonoran Institute. 
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 Western Lands and Communities is collaborat-
ing with partners including the Consensus Building 
institute to develop coherent methodologies,  
identify driving forces of  change, and develop  
educational tools to support community adapta-
tion using scenario planning tools and techniques. 
Computer-based planning tools are valued because 
they help communities gain a better understanding 
of  how particular planning ideas and strategies 
will shape their future. Building better plans that 
adapt to challenges like climate change will require 
communities to make decisions in the face of  
competing economic interests, different cultural 
values, and divergent views about property rights 
and the role of  government. 
 over the years, planning tools have evolved  
to help professional and citizen planners analyze 
and develop options and scenarios. some tools are 
available commercially and others are free to the 
public, with varied user and output complexity. 
although these tools are gaining traction, the  
current use of  interactive planning tools is limited 
and faces a number of  challenges. For example, the 
complex tasks of  selecting a tool, collecting data, 
calibrating the tool, developing scenarios, and  
using the tool to assess various scenarios present 
significant barriers to many potential users. West-
ern Lands and Communities is collaborating with 
tool developers to address the near and long-term 
challenges and expanding the use of  scenario 
planning tools (holway et al. 2012). 

conclusion
the intermountain West is a complex region  
with changing demographics, rapid population 
growth, and increased economic and cultural  
diversity. Western Lands and Communities is 
working to develop and disseminate educational 
tools and methodologies that will help western 
communities plan holistically for climate change, 
build capacity for understanding risk and man- 
aging uncertainty in an inclusive manner, and  
engage communities of  disparate stakeholders.  
to accomplish these ambitious goals, planners 
need effective tools to shape the future of  their 
communities. We will continue to explore new   
approaches and methods for assisting planners  
in the effort to anticipate and adapt to change, 
engage communities in the effort to develop and 
adopt adaptation policies, and ultimately create 
more resilient communities that are prepared  
for the impacts of  a changing climate. 
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Bus Rapid Transit and Urban 
Development in Latin America 

Daniel A. Rodriguez and Erik Vergel Tovar

L
atin american cities have been leaders in 
the implementation of  bus rapid transit (Brt) 
systems—a transportation mode often char-
acterized by infrastructure improvements 

that prioritize transit over other vehicles, provide  
off-vehicle fare payment, and allow quick vehicle 
access. More than 45 cities in Latin america have 
invested in Brt, accounting for 63.6 percent of  
Brt ridership worldwide.
 in Curitiba, Brazil, Brt has been used as a  
tool to spur development that supports and rein-
forces the overall transit system. the city intro-
duced exclusive bus lanes in 1972 and encouraged 
mixed-use, high-density development along the 
five main corridors that converge in the downtown 
center and have guided urban growth for decades. 
Curitiba’s new green line is predicated on similar 
principles: to encourage urban development that 
enhances and facilitates transit use. the case of  
Curitiba suggests that the success of  Brt can  
increase with the presence of  concentrated land 
development along the transit corridor. other 
studies have examined whether Brt can actually 
stimulate land development. 
 transit-oriented development (tod) is the 
term used to describe development that is compact 
and has a mixture of  land uses, often including 
residential, commercial, and office uses, as well as 
high-quality pedestrian environments that effectively 
connect with transit. development is considered 
transit-friendly or transit-supportive because it  
can concentrate demand along corridors, balance 
passenger flows, and create opportunities for multi-
modal travel. u.s. evidence suggests that residents 
of  tods do use public transportation more than 
other commuters. although the majority of  tods 
are built around rail systems, tod can be a strat-
egy to complement and build on the strengths of  
Brt as well. 

tod typologies
researchers and practitioners have developed a 
variety of  tod typologies, but none have focused 
specifically on Brt. the type of  development that 
could happen around Brt stops is critical for 
planning development around them, for under-
standing how tod fits within a regional growth 
strategy, for raising awareness and engaging the 
public, and, ultimately, for increasing the success 
of  the system.
 the literature on tod suggests important  
potential differences in the characteristics and 
types of  such development. one approach relies 
on the expertise and experience of  planners,  
architects, and urban designers. Peter Calthorpe 
(1993) used urbanity to identify urban and neigh-
borhood tods with such distinguishing features 
as the quality of  transit service, land uses, develop-
ment intensity, and urban design. the geography 
of  these tods could vary from greenfield devel-
opment to infill and redevelopment. a similar  
typology developed for the state of  Florida in 2011 
focused on center size (regional, community, neigh-
borhood), but also included another dimension 
that was specific to the transit mode (renaissance 
Planning group 2011).
 dittmar and Poticha (2004) blended geography 
and urbanity in their tod typology that includes 
urban downtown, urban neighborhood, suburban 
town center, suburban neighborhood, neighbor-
hood transit zone, and commuter town. the same 
approach has taken hold in most recent applica-
tions of  tod typologies. For example, sacramen-
to, California, defined tod as urban core/down-
town, urban center, employment center, residential 
center, commuter center, and enhanced bus corri-
dor (steer davies gleave 2009). reconnecting 
america developed a typology for the san Fran-
cisco Bay area that included regional center, city 
center, suburban center, transit town center, urban 
neighborhood, transit neighborhood, and mixed-
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use corridor (Metropolitan Planning Commission 
2007). in denver, Colorado, the Center for transit 
oriented development (Ctod 2008) developed  
a guide for station area planning that included the 
addition of  a special use/employment district type. 
 an alternative approach to developing typolo-
gies a priori is to use data-grouping techniques to 
examine existing evidence. For example, a typology 
of  development around 25 rail stations that had 
integrated development in hong kong revealed 
five types: high-rise office, high-rise residential, 
large-scale residential, large mixed use, and mid-
rise residential (Cervero and Murakami 2009).  
another study used cluster analysis to develop a 
spatial-functional definition of  station area types 
around Phoenix’s light rail lines (atkinson-Palombo 
and kuby 2011). employment centers, middle- 
income mixed-use areas, park and ride nodes, high 
population/rental areas, and areas of  urban pov-
erty were the types identified. 
 a final set of  emerging typologies led by Ctod 
embodies the built environment with an implemen-
tation or performance dimension. these typologies 

often become a two-dimensional matrix, with built 
environment types in one axis and measures of  im-
plementation readiness in the other. such typologies 
developed for Portland, oregon, and Baltimore, 
Maryland, are used to guide investments and pro-
mote policy change and are particularly helpful  
in raising awareness about the travel benefits of  
tod (deng and nelson 2012).

study cities and data collection
to understand the status of  Brt-oriented devel-
opment in Latin america we examined the built 
environment around Brt stops in seven cities  
(table 1). We looked for large cities that had Brts 
in operation for five years or more and identified 
the following places: Bogotá (Colombia); Curitiba 
(Brazil); goiânia (Brazil); guatemala City (guate-
mala); guayaquil (ecuador); Quito (ecuador); and 
the são Paulo (Brazil) metro region (aBd Corridor). 
together, these cities represent 16 percent of  the 
world’s Brt ridership and 31 percent of  Latin-
america’s Brt ridership. We considered two types 
of  stops: regular stops, which refer to common 

bus rapid transit   
in curitiba, brazil, 
has stimulated  
development along 
bus corridors.

© Ricardo Almeida/City of Curitiba
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ta b L e  1

cities and brts studied

regular stops terminals

city/metropolitan area
Population 
(millions)1

brt 
start 
date

brt 
Length 
(km)2

Passengers 
Per day total

 #  
studied total

 #  
studied

bogotá, colombia  7.2 2000 84  1,650,000 114 5 7 5

curitiba, brazil  1.8 1977 81  505,000 113 9 30 7

goiânia, brazil  1.3 1976 27  240,000 19 6 5 5

guatemala city,  
guatemala  1.1 2006 39  210,000 18 9 3 1

guayaquil, ecuador  2.7 2006 33  310,000 50 8 3 3

Quito, ecuador  1.6 1990 56  491,000 79 7 11 5

são Paulo abd  
corridor, brazil3  2.2 1988 33  180,0004 53 7 8 5

total 28,725,394  353 3,586,000 446 51 67 31

1 Sources: www.brtdata.org, Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística (IBGE, Brazil), Departamento Administrativo Nacional de  
 Estadistica (DANE, Colombia), and local governments.

2 Source: www.brtdata.org. Calculations of length of BRT stops in Quito and Guayaquil were made by adding all corridors available  
 in the BRT database. 

3 Includes the municipalities of Diadema, São Bernado do Campo, Maua, and Santo André, but not the city of São Paulo.

4 Source: Empresa Metropolitana de Transportes Urbanos de São Paulo (EMTU).

Brt stops; and terminals, which refer to stops at 
the end of  the line or where significant transfers 
occur from one Brt line to another. With the help 
of  local planners we identified particular stops that 
were representative of  the entire system, regardless 
of  the development orientation towards Brt. in 
the end, we identified 51 regular stops and 31  
terminals for further examination.
 the absence of  common data at a high spatial 
resolution required that we collect data in the field 
with an environmental audit tool designed for use 
at the road segment and block levels. a segment 
was defined as the street between two intersections. 
the data collection form contained the following 
fields about the environment: 
• pedestrians (pedestrian-only paths, pedestrian 

bridges, bicycle paths);
• land uses (industrial, commercial, residential 

multifamily, commercial-industrial, commercial-
residential, institutional);

• development intensity (low, medium, high);
• the presence of  public or quasi-public spaces 

(big-box developments, schools, hospitals, 
churches, libraries, markets, sports and  
recreational facilities);

• the presence of  open spaces (green areas,  
parks, squares, pocket squares);

• mix of  housing; 
• the degree to which the area has been built  

out; and
• maintenance condition of  the built environ-

ment and green spaces (low, medium, high).

For regular stops, we examined road segments 
within 250 meters (m) of  the stop. For terminals, 
we examined the area within 500m. in some in-
stances (seven cases in guatemala City and one  
in goiânia) we examined two stops (instead of  
one) because of  one-way streets that influenced  
the location of  stops along parallel streets. in these 
cases the area analyzed was slightly larger than 
250m. in addition to the audit data, we used some 
secondary data obtained from local authorities, 
such as population within each stop area. 
 overall, we audited 10,632 segments and   
2,963 blocks around 82 Brt stops and terminals. 
Because the surface area audited among stops was 
similar, comparisons of  segments and blocks per 
stop provide information about compactness and 
connectivity in those areas of  each city. one stop 
in guayaquil had the most segments (102.1), while 
stops in são Paulo (aBd) had the fewest (43.1).  
a similar pattern was detected when examining 
segments per block.
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 all data were aggregated at the stop level. data 
collected at the segment level were aggregated to 
develop measures of  the percentage of  segments 
around a stop with or without a given feature. 
data collected at the block level were aggregated 
to develop measures of  the raw number or the 
density of  features around a stop. in the end, we 
calculated 38 variables characterizing the built  
environment around each stop. 

brt stop typologies
With such a large number of  variables (38) and  
a relatively low number of  observations (82), we 
used exploratory factor analysis to develop a subset 
of  variables and to estimate their factor scores. 
Factor analysis relies on the correlation of  the data 
to identify groups of  variables that are most alike.  
the 38 variables were reduced into nine factors 
for further study:
• pedestrian-friendly, with connected green   

and public spaces; 
• single-family attached residential uses not  

centrally located; 
• high-density residential multifamily; 
• undeveloped land; 
• well-maintained mixed-use areas ;
• well-maintained green spaces;
• BRT-oriented public facilities for institutional 

uses; 
• large-scale commercial development; and 
• consolidated nonindustrial urban fabric.

several observations emerged from examining the 
factors and their descriptive statistics. First, devel-
opment intensity around stops seems to be relative-
ly low. For example, only 8 percent of  segments 
have developments of  high density, but 31 percent 
of  segments contain low-density development. 
second, in the cities studied redevelopment as a 
strategy to encourage Brt-oriented development 
seems critical. only 8 percent of  segments had  
low levels of  consolidation and 11 percent of  them 
had vacant lots. By contrast, almost half  of  the 
segments had development that was highly consol-
idated. this result suggests limited opportunities 
for Brt-oriented development in undeveloped 
greenfield sites. third, in terms of  parking, it is 
remarkable that 26 percent of  segments had on-
street parking and 30 percent had commercial and 
retail activity with off-street parking. this highlights 
the challenge of  managing parking supply (and 

demand) and may indicate that the environment 
around Brt stops often is not as friendly to pedes-
trians and Brt users as it should. 
 the performance of  each stop on the nine  
factors was combined with population density and 
three additional variables that did not correlate 
with any other variables in an agglomerative  
cluster analysis to determine which stops could  
be grouped. the resulting cluster analysis was  
the basis for the typology, which identified 10  
development types around Brt stops (table 2).
 When examining the typology by city we find 
that two stop types capture city-specific factors: 
Quito’s city center and several stops unique to 
guatemala City, which has the newest system 
among those studied. its newness and the fact that 
it serves fairly consolidated parts of  the city might 
explain why the stops cluster together. the other 
eight stop types represent a broad cross-section  
of  stops across several cities. 
 Five attributes appear to discriminate among 
stops: (1) multifamily developments with and with-
out Brt orientation; (2) single-family attached 
housing, in some cases built informally, and with 
access to some commercial activity, often away 
from activity nodes; (3) high population density, 
supportive pedestrian infrastructure, and access to 
parks and green spaces, often away from activity 
nodes; (4) institutional stops with green spaces,  
not necessarily open to the public; and (5) stops 
that are saddled with physical barriers set by the 
convergence of  multiple high-volume roads. 
 the types identified embody a wide range  
of  possible built environments around Brt. the 
Brt-oriented satellite Center type, illustrated by 
Bogotá, contains significant commercial activities, 
public facilities, parks, and pedestrian amenities 
while mixing in multifamily residential and single-
family attached housing (figure 1). together,  
these characteristics come close to the ideal of  an 
urban tod. similarly, the type represented by the 
downtown, city center Quito stop also has many 
attributes of  urban tod. Whether the presence  
of  these types translates into higher transit rider-
ship remains an empirical question to be tested.
 Community Center and neighborhood Center 
stops seem to align well with Calthorpe’s (1993) 
definition of  community and neighborhood tods. 
among the cases analyzed, the former type exhib-
its some single-family attached housing and mixed 
uses that include institutional uses often aimed to 
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ta b L e  2

brt stop types

stop type # of 
stops description

mixed-use 
corridor 

17 Stops along a corridor with a high mixture of land uses, including institutional uses; 
not particularly dense or well-located.

downtown 
city center 
(Quito)

1 Quito’s historic center, with a high concentration of government jobs, many  
pedestrian amenities, several public and private venues such as churches and  
hotels, and considerable small-lot commercial activity. 

urban center 7 High-density multifamily developments with incipient pedestrian infrastructure and 
public spaces, and a weak BRT orientation. 

institutional 
use corridor

12 Corridor stops with institutional uses such as schools, hospitals, churches, libraries, 
and recreational facilities not oriented towards BRT. 

brt-oriented 
satellite  
center 

2 High population density with the presence of pedestrian infrastructure, green areas, 
public spaces, and BRT-oriented facilities; located far from activity nodes, with a low 
consolidation and high availability of open space.

nexus 11 Connections between or among BRT lines, and with other transportation services; 
located where avenues and roads converge, thus acting as barriers between the  
stop and the rest of the neighborhood. 

guatemala 
city corridor

5 Low consolidation, low-quality green spaces, with some institutional uses located 
close to activity nodes. 

community 
center

16 Noncentral single-family attached uses, with some institutional land uses oriented 
towards the BRT.

neighborhood 
center

5 High population density in relatively low-quality residential developments, with  
considerable commercial development, far from activity nodes, but with a good  
BRT orientation; several stops in this cluster with informal housing.

green area 5 Undeveloped land, high-quality green spaces, with some institutional land uses,  
and far from activity nodes. One of the stops (Base Naval in Guayaquil) is an institu-
tional land use next to the airport, thereby explaining the presence of undeveloped 
land (large green areas). Other stops in Bogotá and Quito are located in urban  
expansion areas often with affordable housing. 

serve proximate areas of  the city. neighborhood 
centers have a higher intensity of  residential devel-
opment, mostly focused around single-family  
attached housing. our Corridor type stops seem 
consistent with the concept developed for enhanced 
bus services in sacramento and san Francisco, 
although our data can clearly distinguish between 
corridors that are dominated by institutional uses 
and others that simply have a broad mix of  uses. 
 our typology also identified challenges and  
opportunities to improve the Brt orientation of  
development. only the downtown City Center 
and the Brt-oriented satellite Center types pro-
vided adequate integration between the pedestrian 
environment and transit. the urban Center type, 
such as in Curitiba, is ripe for improved integra-
tion with the Brt because it has the densities and 
mix of  uses to support it (figure 2). the nexus stop 
type, as shown in goiânia, embodies a frequent 
challenge for local planners (figure 3). such stops 
and terminals should be located to facilitate  

intermodal transfers, but this often sacrifices  
access by local users and the transit orientation  
of  the stop. 
 Compared to other typologies, we did not find 
strong evidence for employment and commuter-
based stops. this may be due to the relatively mut-
ed role played by mixed land uses among stops, 
since land uses played a significant role in other 
typologies. one explanation could be the typically 
high degree of  mixed uses already present in Latin 
american cities, which contributes to a low degree 
of  variation across stop areas.
 in terms of  housing policy, the neighborhood 
Center and green area types contain an interest-
ing combination of  distance to centers of  activity 
and low-income housing. Because the stops are far 
from activity nodes, they are more likely to contain 
green spaces, affordable housing, and sometimes 
informal housing. Latin american cities tend to 
have a fairly strong land price gradient, with areas 
with privileged access to activity nodes having 
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 f i g u r e  1

example of a brt-oriented satellite center stop: Portal 80, bogotá, colombia

 f i g u r e  2

example of an urban center stop: Jardim botanico, curitiba, brazil

 f i g u r e  3

example of a nexus stop: terminal Praca a, goiânia, brazil
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higher prices than peripheral areas. these two 
types raise questions over the possible consequences 
of  Brt on exacerbating the segregation of  hous-
ing and the financial burden of  mobility on low- 
income residents. 

analysis of stop types and Planning visions
our examination of  82 Brt stops in seven Latin 
american cities revealed a variety of  development 
patterns. some types have attributes that are con-
sistent with the principles of  tod. others are 
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burdened by land uses, road infrastructure, and 
development characteristics that do not support 
Brt. still other types appear to be works in prog-
ress, with significant vacant land and development 
that has not been fully consolidated. Finally, some 
stops seem to capture urban conditions that arise 
in many Latin american cities: informal housing 
distant from activity nodes; large commercial  
developments, frequently of  the big-box type, pro-
viding private spaces for public use and commerce; 
and a relative absence of  green spaces open to the 

public. this information is helpful in facilitating 
planning for Brt-oriented development given the 
rapid growth of  Brt over the last two decades. 
some 146 cities worldwide now have some form 
of  a bus-based priority transit system.
 understanding the type of  development that 
could happen around Brt stops is critical for 
planning station areas and for identifying how 
tod fits within a regional growth strategy. robert 
Cervero (1998) argues that a successful urban devel-
opment vision must precede and guide transpor-
tation investments, and that planning is necessary 
if  subcenters around transit stops are to take place. 
he buttresses his argument with the impressive 
evidence of  Copenhagen, stockholm, and singa-
pore, suggesting that efforts to develop regional 
and station-area visions are critical for the future  
success of  tod. in fact, the burgeoning tod  
typologies in the united states are predicated in 
part on their ability to support long-term tod 
planning. For example, the denver typology was 
critical to create a land use vision for its existing 
and forthcoming light rail station areas. 
 visions of  what potential future development 
could take place and where it would occur are  
central to planning, and are frequently embodied 
in potential future scenarios that decision makers, 
the public, and planners must consider. visionary 
planning is often a precondition for effective tod 
station area planning. the Ctod calls for plan-
ning for the plan, involving the public, marketing 
the project, and creating a regional tod strategy, 
all of  which necessitate a vision of  what develop-
ment can occur. visions are particularly power- 
ful to engage the public because they materialize 
potential outcomes of  the planning process and 
enable a better understanding of  the impact of  
their decisions about density, the mix of  uses,  
and access to station areas.
 the next step in our research is to determine 
the causes of  the different development patterns 
we have identified. in some cases, the environment 
has changed dramatically with Brt investments, 
whereas in other cases there has been little change. 
at play are market and regulatory forces that de-
termine the outcome of  development and revital-
ization. Changing land use regulations, relaxing 
density caps, or reducing parking requirements are 
ways to further leverage the development potential 
of  parcels close to Brt or other mass transit stops. 
this coordinated strategy between land use and 
transportation is the cornerstone of  tod. 
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For more than three decades China 
has achieved remarkable success in 
economic development, but its rap-

id growth has resulted in considerable 
damage to the natural environment. in 
1998, the World health organization re-
ported that seven of  the ten most polluted 
cities in the world were in China. sulfur 
dioxide and soot produced by coal com-
bustion fall as acid rain on approximately 
30 percent of  China’s land area. industrial 
boilers and furnaces consume almost half  
of  China’s coal and are the largest sources 
of  urban air pollution. in many cities, the 
burning of  coal for cooking and heating 
accounts for the rest. 
 at the same time, since the beginning 
of  economic reform in the late 1970s, the 
government has paid considerable atten-
tion to environmental problems, particu-
larly in terms of  regulatory responsibility 
and enforcement at the local government 
level. China passed the environmental 
Protection Law for trial implementation in 
1979, and in 1982 the constitution includ-
ed important environmental protection 
provisions. since then, various laws and 
policies have been put in place to address 
China’s current and future urban environ-
ment. the 2010 World exposition in 
shanghai provided evidence that the Chi-
nese government views its environmental 
problems as a priority. the green con-
struction of  the facilities for the expo and 
particularly of  the Chinese Pavilion re-
flected the emphasis the government has 
placed on protecting and improving the 
environment through new technologies.
 this volume, based on a May 2010 
conference sponsored by the Lincoln in-
stitute of  Land Policy, addresses a range  
of  environmental issues and policies in  
urban China. it brings together the work 
of  leading scholars from various academic 
disciplines, such as economics, public poli-
cy, urban and environmental studies, and 
international studies. the topics include 
current environmental policies and regu-
lations; government decentralization and 
environmental protection; urban develop-
ment; industrial air pollution and house-
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hold greenhouse gas emissions; consump-
tion and emissions; and transportation 
systems.
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Land Lines: How did you become involved with the Lincoln Institute? 
carLos moraLes: My first introduction was in the early 1980s when i attended an 
institute-sponsored international conference in Cambridge that related to my work 
for the government on urban land policy. the ideas i learned about were put to 
direct use two years later when i worked on a reform to increase the supply of  ser-
viced land in medium-sized cities and to subsidize sites and services for low-income 
households in Mexico. in the early 1990s, when i was working for the government 
of  Mexico City on an ambitious property tax reform, i attended another institute 
conference on property taxation. 
 From 2000 onward, i participated in many education activities organized by 
Martim smolka through the Program on Latin america and the Caribbean. around 
2004 the institute started a joint venture with ihs and i was one of  the visiting 
lecturers hired by the institute to teach in those programs. i was later invited to 
join the ihs staff  full-time as the manager of  this joint venture.

Land Lines: How do you compare the effectiveness of  institutions such as IHS and the  
Lincoln Institute?
carLos moraLes: i believe they are complementary. the institute is a leader  
in research and education on land policies, with an international focus on Latin 
america and China. ihs is recognized for its education and capacity building on 
urban management and development for a worldwide audience, focusing on devel-
oping and transition countries. ihs courses are open to students from all regions, 
but most come from countries in africa, asia, and Central and eastern europe. 
through its joint venture with ihs, the Lincoln institute is able to reach out to 
those from many more countries in an efficient way. 

Land Lines: Conveying fundamental knowledge about land policy and urban management  
to practitioners is not an easy task. What have you found is the most effective approach?
carLos moraLes: using a combination of  two things is important: the profile of  
the lecturer and the appropriate pedagogy. Lecturers should have experience both 
as practitioners and as academics to be able to answer questions that are relevant 
to practitioners, especially when the answers imply moving away from their   
comfort zone and facing some kind of  change. 
 the ultimate purpose of  social science is precisely to change reality, not only  
to understand it. Consultancy brings academics close to practice, but it does not 
confront them with the moral commitment of  implementing policy or the ethical 
responsibility for making policy work on the ground. experience in direct practice 
is crucial. the institute’s programs in Latin america employ lecturers with this 
profile, and they have proven effective in addressing issues such as the impacts of  
taxation and regulations on land markets and in choosing instruments for captur-
ing incremental land value, both of  which are hot topics in the region. 
 regarding pedagogy, practitioners tend to be skeptical about theory. they  
regard it as impractical, and they want to test it to be convinced. using examples 
of  policies implemented in other cities is very useful. some students from develop-
ing countries do not accept cases from more developed countries, arguing that 
their governance structure is too different. others prefer cases from diverse situa-
tions because in spite of  contextual differences they aspire to better development 
opportunities for their own countries. a lecturer should have an arsenal of  many 
different cases to examine when questions rise.
 doing simulation games is also a very effective technique. games involving  
role playing where participants compete against each other are the most useful for 
understanding land markets and helping solve problems. role playing is revealing 
even when participants fail to solve problems since it prompts them to question 
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F e a t u r e   Property taxation and informality

what happened. i have seen how partici-
pants who experience failure in a game 
begin to cooperate and design clever reg-
ulations on their own. another strategy  
is to assign participants roles contrary to 
their beliefs or experience. For example, 
government officials playing the role of  
pirate land developers learn about the 
substantial amounts of  money the poor 
must spend just to access land. 
 Playing the devil’s advocate works well 
when discussing controversial concepts,  
as if  the participants are in a land court. 
this is not a new technique except when 
played with a couple of  twists. an exam-
ple is determining the criteria for com-
pensating eminent domain. in this game 
one team argues in favor of  current use 
values and the other future use values. 
Background literature and practical infor-
mation are provided for arguments on 
both sides. Practitioners from many places 
can relate to examples of  regulatory tak-
ings, whether as expropriations in China, 
land restitutions in eastern europe, or  
the sale of  building rights in Brazil. 
 since participants have to defend a posi-
tion with which they do not agree, they 
have to study and work harder. in many 
cases they end up changing their minds, 
or at least identifying new arguments to 
use later in debating their opponents in 
real life. at the end of  a land court game 
the group acting as jury secretly votes 
twice, first on the team’s performance as 
advocates and second on the conceptual 
arguments. When a team gets more votes 
than the position they defended, it is clear 
that more research on the issue is needed. 
What i like best is that the game does not 
impose a position on the participants,  
but it raises the level of  debate. 

Land Lines: What are the main types of   
resistance to concepts and ideas on land policy?
carLos moraLes: Perhaps the concept 
most frequently resisted is how taxes and 
regulations are capitalized into the price 
of  land. resistance can come from an 
ideological standpoint (either left or right, 
both have arguments), self-interest (land-
owners do not readily accept sacrificing 
profit), or ignorance of  how the capitaliza-

tion concept works. as an educator i have a 
role to play in addressing the last challenge. 
 even if  theory is explained to practi-
tioners, they remain skeptical if  their ex-
perience contradicts the theory. Misunder-
standing can come from referring to a  
tax on a commodity that is not as scarce 
as land, but it can also come from experi-
ence with land markets themselves. this 
happens when two policies with opposite  
effects are introduced together, for exam-
ple, increasing densities and increasing 
taxes. the combined effect of  these mea-
sures makes it difficult to understand the 
impact of  each one. a simulation game 
can help isolate each impact. Practitioners 
need to experiment with each policy  
measure to better understand them both. 
i have noticed that they may nod with 
skepticism when you lecture them, but 
they give you a “eureka” smile when they 
reach understanding by playing a game. 

Land Lines: How do you overcome resistance  
to topics such as value capture? 
carLos moraLes: a charge linked to the 
increase in densities is a way of  capturing 
the incremental value of  land and a source 
of  funds to finance infrastructure, as são 
Paulo is doing when it charges for extra 
building rights. the discussion about how 
this policy impacts market price is contro-
versial. Landowners oppose it because it 
reduces their price expectations, but devel-
opers favor it because it reduces land prices 
and the payments are returned in the form 
of  public works. a similar situation hap-
pened in Bogotá when a tax on the incre-
ment in the value of  land was introduced. 
 Both cases are useful references to  
explain land value capture in developing 
countries, yet more city cases need to be 
documented and disseminated, and some 
practitioners want examples from devel-
oped countries. this is not easy, because 
land value capture is a buzzword in Latin 
american circles, but not in most devel-
oped countries. this is not because value 
capture is not used in the united states  
or other places, but rather because it is 
assumed as part of  the operation of  the 
land market. it is the role of  lecturers to 
point this out and open opportunities for 

sharing experiences among practitioners 
from both developed and developing 
countries.

Land Lines: Please comment on the difficulties 
of  conveying taxation concepts to planners.
carLos moraLes: Planners learn about 
property taxes if  they are high enough  
to have an impact on decisions by land-
owners, developers, and land users, as in 
the united states. in developing countries 
these taxes generally are so low that they 
do not impact market decisions, so plan-
ners are not interested. When i play 
games that illustrate land markets to  
architects—who are often also planners—
and they realize that the city is not going 
the way they expect, their most frequent 
reaction is to suggest more taxes and 
more efficient land markets. seldom do 
they propose a traditional land use plan. 

Land Lines: What in your opinion are the  
central concepts or ideas that could make the  
difference in the international debate on  
urban land markets?
carLos moraLes: Pointing out that land 
value capture is a significant source for 
financing infrastructure and preventing 
slums can bring more stakeholders into a 
serious discussion. ideas related to security 
of  tenure, land registration, and titling  
in order to increase access to loans have 
been dominating policy, but results have 
not been as positive as predicted. slums 
continue to develop and service provision 
is still lagging behind. 
 Policies that have to do with land  
taxation and property obligations—not 
just property rights—have more potential 
to improve the functioning of  urban land 
markets. un-habitat and the World Bank 
adopted the earlier notions of  security of  
tenure as a solution, but are now beginning 
to show interest in land-based urban devel-
opment instruments. Land value capture 
policies will have an effect tomorrow, but 
with a political cost today because giving 
titles is cheap and appeals to short-term 
politicians. this is the challenge that should 
be faced in the international debate to 
ensure more effective and long-term  
land market reform. 
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fellowships P r o g r a m s

Kingsbury browne fellowship 

the Lincoln institute established 
the kingsbury Browne Fellowship 
in association with the kingsbury 

Browne Conservation Leadership award 
in 2006. Both awards honor Browne 
(1922–2005), a Lincoln Fellow in 1980, 
whose work led to the creation of  the  
Land trust alliance (Lta). now a national  
organization of  about 1,800 land trust 
members, Lta trains thousands of  con-
servation leaders, encourages the passage 
of  legislation on land conservation, and 
develops standards and practices to pro-
fessionalize and safeguard work on land 
trusts. this annual fellowship, adminis-
tered by the Lincoln institute’s department 
of  Planning and urban Form, supports 
research, writing, and mentoring activities. 
 Peter Stein, a leader in forests and 
rural lands conservation and managing 
director of  Lyme timber Co., was named 
the kingsbury Browne Fellow and the 
winner of  the Conservation Leadership 
award at the Land trust alliance’s annu-
al rally in october 2012. stein, who pre-
viously was senior vice president at the 
trust for Public Land, was recognized  
for his outstanding leadership, innovation, 
and creativity in land conservation. 

 since joining Lyme timber in 1990, 
stein has been providing leadership in  
the development and structuring of  con-
servation-oriented forestland and rural 
land purchases and dispositions. he also 
manages the company’s conservation  
advisory business. at the trust for Public 
Land, he directed conservation real estate 
acquisitions in the northeast and Midwest. 
he lectures extensively at graduate schools 
and professional conferences on conser-
vation investment schemes and strategies, 
and serves on numerous boards. he grad-
uated from the university of  California  
at santa Cruz in 1975, and in 1981 he 
was a Loeb Fellow and received a Certifi-
cate in advanced environmental studies 
from harvard university. 

Lincoln/Loeb fellowship

the Loeb Fellowship was established 
in 1970 through the generosity of  
the late John L. Loeb, harvard 

College ’24. Based at the graduate school 
of  design, the program offers ten annual 
post-professional awards for independent 
study at harvard university. the fellow-
ship is a unique opportunity to nurture 
the leadership potential of  the most 
promising men and women in design   

and other professions related to the  
built and natural environment. each year  
one fellow is selected to be the Lincoln/
Loeb Fellow and to work with the Lincoln  
institute’s department of  Planning   
and urban Form. 
 Lynn richards, policy director in 
the office of  sustainable Communities, 
u.s. environmental Protection agency, 
has had a distinguished career focused  
on storm water management issues, com-
munity engagement, and interagency 
cooperation. she has been instrumental 
in framing the national debate around  
the role of  density and development as  
a storm water management practice. 
 she has played a major role in efforts 
by ePa, the u.s. department of  housing 
and urban development, and the u.s. 
department of  transportation to coordi-
nate important elements of  their respec-
tive funding. she has taken the initiative 
to build linkages among these and other 
agencies in order to help break down the 
silos that separate otherwise closely linked 
elements of  our built and natural envi-
ronment. as the Lincoln/Loeb Fellow, 
richards is studying regional and urban 
planning, and in particular the interrela-
tionships among policy, regulation, and 
community design.

More than 770 working papers 
are currently available on the 
Lincoln institute website for  

free downloading, including the results  
of  institute-sponsored research, course- 
related materials, and occasional reports 
or papers cosponsored with other organi-
zations. some papers by associates affili-
ated with the institute’s Latin america 
and China programs are also available in 
spanish, Portuguese, or Chinese. Listed 
below are papers that have been posted 
recently at www.lincolninst.edu/pubs.

david h. autor, Christopher J. Palmer, 
and Parag a. Pathak
Housing Market Spillovers:  
evidence from the end of   
rent Control in Cambridge,  
Massachusetts 

W o r K i n g papers
alison Berry
Leasing renewable energy   
on State trust Lands in the  
Intermountain West 

Ciro Biderman and Martim o. smolka 
Measuring Informality:  
Why Bother? an application   
to Latin america 
 
James r. Follain
a Search for the underlying  
Structure Driving House Prices   
in a Distressed environment  

adam h. Langley, daphne a. kenyon, 
and Patricia C. Bailin
Payments in Lieu of  taxes   
by Nonprofits: Which Nonprofits 
Make PILOts and Which  
Localities receive them 

todd schenk and ona Ferguson 
Coastal States’ Climate adaptation 
Initiatives: Sea Level rise and  
Municipal engagement 
 
gina schrader and Jay espy
effective Practices in Funding  
Land Conservation for Impact  

anna trentadue 
addressing excess Development 
entitlements: Lessons Learned   
in teton County, Idaho 
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What’s New on the Web

www.lincolninst.edu/pubs

Exam Copies
Faculty members can request exam copies directly from the Publications homepage by clicking on the link that offers selected 
titles and leads to a special ordering page (www.lincolninst.edu/pubs/exam-copies.asp). To order an exam copy of any Lincoln 
Institute book not shown on the web page, please contact Marissa Benson, Publications Marketing, at mbenson@lincolninst.edu.

easy access to PubLications

eBooks
To order Lincoln Institute eBooks,  
click on the new e icon on the respec-
tive book pages. Fifteen titles are now 
available for reading on an Amazon 
Kindle, or on an Apple iPad and other 
eReaders by downloading the free 
Kindle app. 

•	China’s	Housing	Reform	and	
Outcomes, edited by Joyce yanyun 
Man (2011)

•	China’s	Local	Public	Finance	in	
Transition, edited by Joyce yanyun 
Man and yu-Hung Hong (2010)

•	Climate	Change	and	Land	Policies, 
edited by Gregory K. Ingram and  
yu-Hung Hong (2011)	

•	The	Community	Land	Trust	Reader,	
edited by John Emmeus Davis (2010)

•	Fiscal	Decentralization	and	Land	
Policies, edited by Gregory K. Ingram 
and yu-Hung Hong (2008)

•	Land	Policies	and	Their	Outcomes, 
edited by Gregory K. Ingram and  
yu-Hung Hong (2007)

•	Municipal	Revenues	and	Land	
Policies, edited by Gregory K. Ingram 
and yu-Hung Hong (2010) 

•	Planet	of	Cities, by Shlomo Angel 
(2012)

•	Property	in	Land	and	Other	
Resources, edited by Daniel H. Cole 
and Elinor Ostrom (2012)

•	Property	Rights	and	Land	Policies, 
edited by Gregory K. Ingram and  
yu-Hung Hong (2009)

•	Regional	Planning	in	America:	
Practice	and	Prospect, edited by 
Ethan Seltzer and Armando  
Carbonell (2011)

•	Resilient	Coastal	City	Regions:	
Planning	for	Climate	Change	in	the	
United	States	and	Australia, edited  
by Edward J. Blakely and Armando 
Carbonell (2012)

•	A	Tale	of	Two	Taxes:	Property	Tax	
Reform	In	Ontario, by Richard M. Bird, 
Enid Slack, and Almos Tassonyi 
(2012)

•	Value	Capture	and	Land	Policies, 
edited by Gregory K. Ingram and  
yu-Hung Hong (2012)	

•	Working	Across	Boundaries:	People,	
Nature,	and	Regions, by Matthew 
McKinney and Shawn Johnson (2009)

Recent changes to the Publications & multimedia section of the Lincoln Institute 
website make it easier to order exam copies for adoption in college or university courses 

and to access our growing selection of eBooks from the Amazon Kindle Store.

Planet of Cities
 Select Exam Copy

Atlas of Urban  
Expansion
 Select Exam Copy

Made for Walking
 Select Exam Copy

Resilient Coastal City 
Regions
 Select Exam Copy

exam co Py  reQuest  form

urban Planning, Policy, and Practice

books
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2013 Publications Catalog
The Lincoln Institute’s 2013 Publications catalog features more than 

100 books, eBooks, policy focus reports, and multimedia resources. 

These publications represent the work of Institute faculty, fellows, 

and associates who are researching and reporting on the following 

topics: property taxation, valuation, and assessment; urban and re-

gional planning; smart growth; land conservation; housing and urban 

development; and other land policy concerns in the United States, 

Latin America, China, Europe, Africa, and other areas around the globe.

All of the books, reports, and other items listed in the catalog  

are available to purchase and/or download on the Institute’s web-

site. The catalog will be posted for free downloading in February. 

To request a printed copy of the catalog, send your complete mail-

ing address to help@lincolninst.edu.

www.lincolninst.edu/pubs


